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Mercedes-Benz TD-T Wagon was with the original ownerfor 32 years before being acquired by
the seller, and it has resided in the Southwest and West since new. Power comes from a 3. The
Classic White exterior and black leather interior areoriginal to the car. Work performed within
the past five years consists of a new fan clutch, front shocks, idler arm, cooling system, fuel
lines, dash pad, rear window tint, and more. This third-series W shows under k miles and is
offered with the original window sticker and purchase documents and a clear Nebraska title in
the seller's name. This Mercury Montclair hardtop coupe is an older restoration finished in
two-tone Classic White over Persimmon. Power comes froma ci V8 paired with a three-speed
Merc-O-Matic automatic transmission, and it presentswith a two-tone vinyl interior, rear fender
skirts, power steering,a Continental kit, and a dual exhaust with glass pack mufflers. This
Montclair is now offered by the selling dealer with a clean California title. This Buick Wildcat
convertible has spent the majority of its life in Florida and is finished in white over a red vinyl
interior. Power comes froma ci NailheadV8 paired with a 2-speed automatic transmission.
Equipment includes a replacementconvertible top, power steering andbrakes, and air
conditioning. Now located in Annandale, Minnesota, this Wildcat is offered by the selling
dealeron a clean Minnesota title. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and
is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a
White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are
separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea
retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists
ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This
Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Sign up for our daily
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to you by ClassicCars. The XJ13 project was terminated in before the car was ever entered into
competition, but under the direction of Jaguar Chief Engineer William Heynes the V12 engine
design was reworked by engineers Walter Hassan and Harry Mundy into a production-ready
version, first installed in the Series 3 Jaguar E-Type of The V12 was the second production
engine design in Jaguar's history. The all-aluminium block was fitted with removable wet iron
liners, complete with single overhead camshaft aluminium heads with two valves per cylinder. It
was regarded as one of the premier power plants of the s and s. Initial designs for a V12 engine
were produced by engineer Claude Baily as early as , with a view to using it in a Le Mans car. In
Baily was instructed to begin prototype tooling and bench testing of a 5. By several
incarnations of the V12 engine were being tested, including versions meant for racing and
others for installation into production cars. An all-aluminium quad-cam design with fuel
injection was created for the XJ13, while cast iron blocks and heads, and other double and
single overhead cam head designs were created for use in a production road car version. These
production versions of the engine were tested in Mark X saloons. After the XJ13 project was
cancelled the team of Hassan and Mundy designed a new single overhead cam head, with the
camshaft lobes acting directly on vertically-inclined valves through bucket tappets. This was
similar to the cylinder head design of the contemporary Rover , with which the Jaguar V12 also
shared the use of dished 'Heron' pistons. These changes reduced complexity, weight, size and
noise, and were anticipated to help the engine meet future emissions standards. The revised
head design by Hassan and Mundy also had longer, more restrictive inlet ports sacrificing
top-end power but whichâ€”along with an increase in displacement to 5. The engine was
continuously refined with various carburettor and fuel injection arrangements before finally
seeing production in the Series III E-Type in The 5. Initially the OPUS ignition amplifier unit was
secured directly to the engine between the cylinder heads and had problems due to
overheating. In later cars the ignition amplifier had been moved away from the engine where it
could get air flow for cooling. Originally the V12 was supposed to use an advanced fuel
injection system under development by AE Brico but this plan was cancelled at a late stage,
possibly due to concerns that the design was too similar to Bosch products. This version was
used in the following cars: [6]. A "high-efficiency" HE version of the engine debuted in , using
special high-swirl design cylinder heads designed by Swiss racing driver Michael May. May's
design consisted of a swirl chamber at the exhaust valve with a channel around the intake
valve. The use of conventional flat-topped pistons in lieu of the original design's dished type
allowed squish from the compression stroke to push the air through the channel around the

intake valve to the chamber below the exhaust valve, causing turbulent swirling flow around the
spark plug which had been relocated near the exhaust valve at the top of the chamber. This
design created a stratified charge , allowing the engine to run at an unusually high compression
ratio for the time The Marelli ignition system was used until the end of XJ-S production, and on
the 6. The engine was stroked to The last Jaguar V12 engine was produced on 17 April Their
first car, XJR6, used the 6. By , the V12 was good for 7. Most of the cars thus modified were
straight from the Jaguar factory and sold through Jaguar dealerships. Lister Cars , a well-known
Jaguar tuner with a long history of technical collaboration with the British automaker, made
frequent use of this powerplant. In , they fitted the 7. From , Lister Cars owner Laurence Pearce
produced the company's first in house design the Lister Storm , which, naturally, continued
using the V12 engine, both on the road and on the track, the car becoming a mainstay of the FIA
GT Championship and several national championships for the following decade. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle engine. Jaguar â€” The Engineering Story ,
Haynes, Archived from the original on 16 April Retrieved 14 June AJ6 Engineering. Retrieved 20
June Jaguar â€” All the Cars , Haynes, Retrieved 11 March Jaguar Cars Limited. Retrieved 11
September Categories : Jaguar engines Gasoline engines by model V12 engines. Hidden
categories: Use dmy dates from February Use British English from February Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from March Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Add links. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Jaguar V12 engine. SS Production interrupted by World War II.
E-Type S2. E-Type S3. Mark 1. Mark 2, , XJ6 S1. XJ6 S2. XJ12 S1. XJ12 S2. Independent SS Cars
Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland. It was produced across five basic
platform generations debuting in , , , and with various updated derivatives of each. From it was
Jaguar's flagship four door model. The original model was the last Jaguar saloon to have had
the input of Sir William Lyons , the company's founder, and the model has been featured in
countless media and high-profile appearances. The first-generation of the XJ was produced for
a total period of 24 years, with two major facelifts in and The XJ6, using the 2. Apart from the
engines, the front and rear suspensions carried over from previous models as well: the widest
version of Jaguar's IRS unit from the Mark X , and the subframe-mounted independent front
suspension first seen in the Mark 1 , with new anti-dive geometry. An upmarket version was
marketed under the Daimler brand as the Daimler Sovereign , continuing the name from the
Daimler version of the Jaguar The car was introduced in September Power-assisted steering
and leather upholstery were standard on the 2. Air conditioning was offered as an optional extra
on the 4. In these advertisements, he referred to the car as "the finest Jaguar ever". In March it
was announced that the Borg-Warner Model 8 automatic transmission, which the XJ6 had
featured since , would be replaced on the 4. Around this time other, minor changes were made
as well, such as moving the rear reflectors from beside to below the rear lights; on the interior
the chrome gauge bezels were replaced with black ones, to cut down on distracting reflections.
In , the option of a long-wheelbase version, providing a 4-inch increase in leg room for
passengers on the rear seats, became available. A high performance version called the XJ12
was announced in July , featuring a simplified grille treatment, and powered by a Jaguar's 5. A
badge-engineered version, the Daimler Double-Six, was introduced in , [6] reviving the Daimler
model name of â€” The XJ line received a facelift in Autumn for the model year, thereafter
known as the "Series II"; retrospectively the earlier cars were referred to as the "Series I". The 4.
Series II cars are visually differentiated from their predecessors by raised front bumpers to meet
US crash safety regulations, which necessitated a smaller grille, complemented by a discreet
additional inlet directly below the bumper. In April the North American models got a slightly
revised set of front bumpers which had rubber over-riders covering the full length of the
bumper with embedded turn signals at each end, and the Zenith-Stromberg carburettors of the
Vpowered cars were replaced by Bosch-Lucas electronic fuel injection. In the carburetors were
similarly replaced with EFI in the 4. In May it was announced that the automatic transmission
used behind the cylinder engine would be changed to General Motors ' three-speed
Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, in place of the British-built Borg-Warner used hitherto. In the
last year of production in New Zealand , a special 'SuperJag' XJ6-SLE model was produced
which featured half leather, half dralon wide pleat seats, vinyl roof, chrome steel wheels and air
conditioning as standard. A total of 91, Series II models were produced, of which 14, were fitted
with the V12 engine. Engines [10]. Production count [10]. Short-Long wheelbase [11]. The car
was originally shown at the London Motor Show in October , [13] but it subsequently became
clear that it was not ready for production [ citation needed ] , and the economic troubles
unfolding in the western world at that time seemed to have reduced any sense of urgency about

producing and selling the cars: [ citation needed ] it was reported [ where? A few XJ-C cars
were modified by Lynx Cars and Avon into a convertible body style with a retractable canvas
top, but this was not a factory product. Lynx conversions 16 in total did benefit from powered
tops. Both six and twelve-cylinder models were offered, 6, of the former and 1, of the latter were
made. Even with the delay, these cars suffered from water leaks and wind noise [ citation
needed ]. The delayed introduction, the labour-intensive work required by the modified saloon
body, the higher price than the four-door car, and the early demise promulgated by the new
XJ-S , all ensured a small production run. A small number of Daimler versions of the XJ-C were
made. Production Count [15]. The car was significantly facelifted again in April , known as the
"Series III", incorporating a subtle exterior redesign by Pininfarina. Changes from the Series II
included thicker and more incorporated rubber bumpers with decorative chrome only on the top
edge, flush door handles, one-piece front door glass without a separate quarter light , a grille
with only vertical vanes, reverse lights moved from the boot plinth to the larger rear light
clusters, and a revised roofline with narrower door frames and increased glass area. The option
of a sunroof and cruise control were also offered for the first time. The 5. The larger six-cylinder
and V12 models incorporated Bosch fuel injection made under licence by Lucas while the
smaller six-cylinder remained carburetted. The smaller six-cylinder engine was never offered in
the US, and the V12 was no longer offered there after In the cylinder heads of the V12 engine
were replaced by the new "Fireball" high-compression design by Swiss racing driver Michael
May , and were badged from this time onwards to as "HE" High Efficiency models. In late the
Daimler Sovereign and Double Six models received a minor interior upgrade for the model year
with features similar to Vanden Plas models. In late the interior of all Series III models
underwent a minor update for the model year. A trip computer appeared for the first time and
was fitted as standard on V12 models. A new and much sought-after alloy wheel featuring
numerous distinctive circular holes was also introduced, commonly known as the "pepperpot"
wheel. Pirelli tyres were also fitted as standard equipment. For the model year the Sovereign
name was transferred from the Daimler marque to a new top-specification Jaguar model, the
"Jaguar Sovereign". The Vanden Plas name was also dropped at the time in the UK market, due
to Jaguar being split from British Leyland and privatised; the name was used on
top-of-the-range Rover -branded cars. Daimler models became the Daimler 4. The last cars built
were numbered and sold in Canada as part of a special series commemorating the end of
production. These cars featured the option of having a brass plaque located in the cabin. It was
the original purchaser's option to have this plaque, which also gave a number to the car such as
No. This brass plaque initiative did not come from Jaguar in Coventry: it was a local effort by
Jaguar Canada staff and the brass plaques were engraved locally. In total between and there
were around , XJ6 and XJ12 cars produced. The second generation of the XJ was produced for
a total of 17 years with the arrival of the XJ40 in with its X and X derivatives being introduced
later. Collectively these are all considered to be part of the XJ40 family [ citation needed ]
although Jaguar only applies the internal codename to the through models. The intended
replacement for the Series XJ models was code-named XJ40, and development on the all-new
car began in the early s with small scale models being built as early as The project suffered a
number of delays due to problems at parent company British Leyland and events such as the oil
crisis. With the XJ40, Jaguar began to place more emphasis on build quality as well as
simplification of the XJ's build process. The new platform came with significantly different
styling, which was more squared-off and angular than the outgoing Series III. Individual round
headlamps were replaced with rectangular units on the higher-specification cars, and all models
came with only a single, wide-sweeping windshield wiper. The interior received several
modernisations such as the switch to a digital instrument cluster although this was eventually
discontinued for the model year in favour of analogue instruments. The new unit featured a
four-valve, twin overhead cam design. The front of the car was redesigned significantly to return
to four individual round headlamps that provided definition to the sculptured bonnet.
Mechanically, it was similar to the XJ40 that it replaced. Six-cylinder X models are powered by
the AJ16 inline-six engine, which is a further enhancement of the AJ6 engine that uses an
electronic distributorless ignition system. The V12 remained available until the end of the X
production in although it ended one year earlier in the United States market due to problems
meeting OBD-II -related emissions requirements. Jaguar first introduced the supercharged XJR
model in the X's production run; the first supercharged road car manufactured by the company.
Design of the X was directly affected by the Ford Motor Company 's ownership of Jaguar
between and However, the X's traction control system was obtained from the Ford Mondeo and
it also featured a Nippondenso air conditioner purchased through Ford channels. With the
introduction of the X generation in came a switch from the XJ6 and XJ12 nomenclature to XJ8,
reflecting the fact that the X cars were powered by a new V8 engine. The exterior styling of the X

is similar to the X with minor refinements. The biggest change in the appearance was the switch
to a stylistically rounded design for all of the exterior lights, indicators and interior trim and
fittings, including information displays and switches. The interior was also updated to eliminate
the rectangular instrument binnacle which had gone largely unchanged since the original XJ40;
instead, three large gauges were set into recesses in the walnut-faced dashboard in front of the
driver similar in design to the recently launched Jaguar XK X The major mechanical change was
the replacement of both the inline-six and V12 engines with new eight-cylinder AJ-V8 in either a
displacement of 3. No manual transmission was available, and all X models were supplied with a
five-speed automatic gearbox. In , Jaguar introduced the re-engineered and newly designed
third generation of the XJ, continuing with the XJ8 model designation. Designated internally as
the X, it has an all-aluminium body and chassis, a new V8 engine, as well as greater interior and
luggage spaces. It was the first Jaguar XJ to be completely designed under Ford ownership and
utilises electronics and computer-controlled systems sourced through existing partner
suppliers or directly produced by Ford. The V8 engine was offered in larger 3. A new six-speed
automatic gearbox was fitted which was lighter and offered better economy with lock-up on all
gears and a larger spread of ratios. Air suspension was fitted at the front and rear, providing
adaptive damping as well as rear self leveling â€” with computer-controlled ride height and
suspension mode. Dynamic stability control as well as traction control were standard. Radar
based adaptive cruise control was offered. Two-zone climate control was also standard, with
four-zone available on long-wheelbase models. An optional touch screen interface controlled
default settings, satellite navigation, the Alpine audio system, and bluetooth telephone. A
facelifted version of the X was launched at the end of February with a revised lower grille,
prominent faux side air vents, small bootlid spoiler and revised seating. In keeping with Ian
Callum's new design direction for Jaguar, the XJ has an all-new exterior design and a break
from the XJ Series mould carried over on all previous generations. It is a longer, wider car that
is much bigger than its predecessor. The front has clear links with the XF executive car,
although with slimmer, sleeker lights and a larger, squarer grille add a more aggressive
appearance. The rear is the contentious part, an unusual design element for a Jaguar
automobile. The upright, swooping taillights, nicknamed "cat's claws", and black roof panels at
each side of the rear screen, which aim to hide the XJ's width, are the most striking aspects.
There is also a standard full-length sunroof, that extends all the way back with just a single
body-coloured roof panel that the designer refers as bridges on yachts. The dashboard can be
configured to display various virtual dials in addition to the obligatory speedometer. The
console display presents different views to the driver and passenger, including control of a
sophisticated video and audio system. Like several of its predecessors, the X is available in
both standard and long-wheelbase form, as well as many special editions. Engines are modern
units already seen in other JLR products: the 5. For , a 3. The X received a minor facelift in ,
primarily upgrading the suspension and rear seat facilities on the long wheelbase versions, but
also introducing small cosmetic changes across the range, and making stop-start technology
standard on all engines. The X received another facelift in , adding LED headlights, J-Blade rear
taillights, and adding several new driver assistance and safety features such as lane assist,
adaptive cruise control with a new feature known as "Queue assist", reverse traffic direction,
closing vehicle sensing, a degree camera system, and semi-automated parking features. The
Prime Ministerial Car , aside from having classified security measures, has armoured under
plates and engine plates. JLR said: "Following a thorough technology review against the
exponential change in the automotive industry, we concluded that the planned XJ replacement
does not fit with our vision for a reimaged Jaguar brand. This numbering system has never
been consistent and there appear to be many omissions and duplications. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. Series of full-size luxury cars manufactured by British automobile
manufacturer Jaguar since Motor vehicle. Main article: Jaguar XJ X Petrol: 3. Ian Callum Giles
Taylor. Petrol models: 3. SWB: Main article: Jaguar XJ electric. The Motor. October Auto, Motor
und Sport in German. Retrieved 13 April Retrieved 17 February Jaguar Cars Limited. Motor
Sport. June Retrieved 29 March Automotive News. Retrieved 13 February Retrieved 10 January
Retrieved 30 May Archived from the original on 13 July Retrieved 10 July Retrieved 16 July
Retrieved 4 July Select Crazy Leasing. Retrieved 31 August Motoring Research. Tata Motors.
Retrieved 3 September Retrieved 6 July BBC News. Auto Express. Retrieved 21 February British
Motor Holdings and British Leyland cars, â€” Majestic Major DR 2. Mini Moke Marina P
Categories : Jaguar vehicles Flagship vehicles Full-size vehicles Sedans Rear-wheel-drive
vehicles Cars introduced in s cars s cars s cars s cars s cars Limousines. Hidden categories:
All articles with incomplete citations Articles with incomplete citations from September CS1
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Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Jaguar XJR X Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive. Lucas-Bosch
L-Jetronic. DOHC 12v, duplex chain. RWD 4 speed manual with optional overdrive or
Borg-Warner 3 speed automatic. Double wishbones, coil springs, stabilising bar, anti-dive
geometry. Independent , optional LSD. Independent , LSD. Jaguar XJR. Castle Bromwich
Assembly , Birmingham , England. Modifications to the Mark Ten for air conditioning. E-type
Series Two. Sports and race car variants developed with Tom Walkinshaw Racing â€”
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jaguar XJ. SS Production interrupted by World War
II. E-Type S2. E-Type S3. Mark 1. Mark 2, , XJ6 S1. XJ6 S2. XJ12 S1. XJ12 S2. Independent SS
Cars Ltd. Independent renamed Jaguar Cars. British Leyland. Ford PAG. Grand tourer. XJ-S HE.
Compact executive car. X-Type X XE X Executive car. XF X Full-size luxury car. XJ6 XJ XJ6 X
XJ8 X XJ12 XJ XJ12 X F-Type X Compact SUV. Crossover SUV. F-Pace X Racing car. Concept
Car. Double Six. We advertise on all the top websites and print publications marketing your
vehicle globally, getting it hundreds of views each day. Let our money work for you! With rates
as low as 6. After being in the collector-car business for a decade prior, Donna Robbins opened
the doors to the first Streetside Classics showroom in Charlotte, NC in Armed with a
customer-oriented business philosophy and a clear vision for success, she has since led
Streetside Classics to an unrivaled sales volume that is currently among the best in the
collector car industry. With the most knowledgeable and professionally trained staff in the
industry, we have expanded nationally and opened showrooms in many major U. We operate
under the principles of doing business fairly and with the understanding that our customers are
the lifeblood of the business. Today, Streetside Classics is known as the Nation's Trusted
Consignment Dealer; providing sellers and buyers alike with the peace of mind that only comes
from partnering with one of the largest classic car dealerships in the country. That said, we did
not build, modify, or have the luxury of personal ownership that would give us the advantage of
knowing all unknown aspects of each vehicle. Transparency is king and we're happy to try and
answer ALL questions our customers might have prior to purchasing. Additionally, we welcome
and encourage independent inspections see Inspection statement below. We recommend you
familiarize yourself with your individual state's taxes, transfer, or additional fees. Availability :
Please inquire prior to purchase to assure any advertised vehicle is not already sold. We
advertise across multiple platforms where a vehicle can sell in a moment's notice. Contact :
Note that you may hear from us after to the sale, but if you are a winning bidder, click a
Buy-It-Now, or we accept your eBay Offer, it is your responsibility to contact us within 24 hours.
If a buyer chooses to buy sight unseen many of our buyers choose this option the buyer
accepts the vehicle AS-IS and understands we cannot address concerns post sale. For this
reason, it's important all concerns are addressed prior to purchase. We make every effort to
present accurate and reliable information, but use of this information is voluntary, and should
only be deemed reliable after an independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and
timeliness. Full payment is required within 7 days of offer acceptance unless other
arrangements are agreed to in writing. For balance of payment we will accept bank wire transfer
preferred , cashier's check, or personal check vehicle shipment will be delayed until check
clears. Shipping : We have access to a network of private and commercial carriers. Most of
them can deliver the vehicle to your driveway and upon your schedule. We assume no
responsibility for damages or delays incurred once a vehicle is in a shipper's custody. Buyers
are welcomed to trailer vehicles home and we are happy to have everything ready to see you off
with your new vehicle. Drive it Home : If you plan to buy and drive home, please keep some
things in mind. Anything is possible when it comes to a vehicle, especially a classic or antique
one. We recommend transporting all vehicles to your home first, then driving it locally. Get to
know the vehicle and its tendencies before embarking on a long-distance trip. If you choose to
drive your new vehicle home, buyer accepts all responsibility as we are unable to control what
may take place once it leaves our facility. To avoid delays, we recommend returning any
required documents within 24 hours of receipt. Please allow up to 30 days for vehicle titles.
Usually titles are available sooner, we ask for the extra time in the event there are unforeseen
circumstances. Buyer agrees to hold seller harmless from any disputes arising from other
hidden or secondary VINs present on the vehicle as seller only verifies the primary VIN location.
If needed, it is the buyer's sole responsibility to verify secondary VIN locations their specific

state may inspect, prior to purchase. Mileage : Occasionally our vehicles may be driven or
simply moved around our facilities. Slight differences may occur so we recommend you confirm
actual and current miles prior to purchase. Condition : We cover the obvious and do our best to
describe our vehicles in detail. Even so, please have a transparent conversation with us before
purchasing. Do be aware that all pre-owned vehicles, regardless of age, mileage, or
manufacturer are subject to cosmetic wear and mechanical failure. Finally, be advised that
although our sales associates are here to assist you with your purchase, they are not trained or
certified vehicle inspectors. If you choose to waive inspection, do plan to have a detailed and
transparent conversation with us regarding the vehicle's condition. Ask the hard questions up
front. Please just call us, we are here to help and welcome all your questions! Information is
provided to the best of our knowledge and we make no warranty or representation regarding the
accuracy, truth, or reliability of such information. We strive to perform extensive visual
inspections on all vehicles we represent but we do not disassemble vehicles or components for
inspection purposes and therefore it is always possible that there is hidden damage that is not
readily apparent. All vehicles are sold AS-IS with no warranties expressed or implied. Sales tax,
title, license fee, registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing
fees, and compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Vehicle is listed locally, we
reserve the right to end the auction at any time. Visit eBay Store. Full size photos Video. Stock :.
For many of us, this represents the best of Jaguar sedans. This Jaguar XJ6 Vanden Plas is from
the final years of the original Series sedans and it represents European motoring elegance at an
affordable price. It had the unmistakable classic features like the front sheetmetal that
contoured to the quad headlight design, the sleek cat-like profile, and smooth rear end that
tapered inward to give this sedan a final sporty touch. The Series III model was slightly taller
than its predecessors for more comfort and larger glass, but it never lost that original British
charm. This example is quite complete from the leaper hood ornament to the dual exhaust tips.
And while a respray later in life gives this a more vivid color than the factory Sage Green, it's
those genuine wire wheels that are really the attention-grabbers. A proper Jaguar mixes luxury
and performance into one distinct package, and the interior holds that up nicely. The seats were
reupholstered later in life to make sure they continue to make a nice first impression. This is a
Vanden Plas model, which adds even more prestige to the already premium Jaguar name. It has
exclusive features, including more wood trim and rear seats that offer a level of comfort like
individual buckets. But a Jaguar is really about the driving experience. Jaguars were renowned
for the smooth and spirited inline six-cylinder motors. The 4. Not only do the color-matched cam
covers give this a cool look, but also the belts, hoses, and wires look good from proper
maintenance. More than just fuel-injected power, the XJ6 is coveted because these have always
been one of the best handling luxury sedans straight from the factory. A fully independent
suspension, including Jaguar's hallmark rear end, really allows this hold the road with cat-like
reflexes. There's also power steering, a three-speed automatic transmission, and four-wheel
power disc brakes that are all part of vintage luxury that wants you to enjoy the drive.
Value-priced prestige is always in fashion, so don't miss this deal on a true classic Jag. Call
today!!! Vehicle Description. Vehicle Warranty. All vehicles are sold "AS IS" and with no
warranties expressed or implied. About Streetside Classic Cars Tampa. At approximately 43, SF,
our gorgeous facility was opened in and has room for over vehicles. We carry everything from
street rods to newer exotics and are just minutes away from the new Tampa Premium Outlet
mall. Be sure to stop by on your next trip to the beautiful beaches of Florida! We are open to the
public and showroom admission is always complimentary. Our Global Marketing Reach. About
Us. Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions. Finance, Warranty, Shipping question?
Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes. Our Global Marketing Reach We advertise on
all the top websites and print publications marketing your vehicle globally, getting it hundreds
of views each day. Most new vehicles come with a factory warranty and some used vehicles
have a remaining factory warranty. Please contact us for the warranty vehicles specific to this
vehicle. Our goal at Route 65 Sales and Classics is to serve the community and surrounding
areas to the absolute best of our abilities. Although we offer late model cars, trucks, and SUV's,
classic good ol' American muscle is our passion! We enjoy helping people and love helping
people find a vehicle to have some fun with. We strive to provide quality vehicles and a
hassle-free buying experience. We invite all to stop by for a visit anytime! We are happy to host
car club meetings and car shows. Notice to Bidders: The vehicles we list for sale at eBay are
also for sale at our retail location. Please contact us to confirm vehicle availability. We reserve
the right to end an auction early. Please call to make arrangements for payment. We accept the
following forms of payment: Cash in person, certified funds, institutional financing. All sales
transactions must be completed within 7 calendar days of auction close. Prices are subject to
change without notice. Although every effort is made to present accurate and reliable vehicle

information, use of this information is voluntary, and should only be deemed reliable after an
independent review of its accuracy, completeness, and timeliness. It is the sole responsibility of
the customer to verify the existence of options, accessories and the vehicle condition before
time of sale. Any and all differences must be addressed prior to time of sale. No expressed or
implied warranties, including the availability or condition of the equipment listed is made. EPA
mileage estimates are for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage may vary depending on
driving conditions, driving habits, and vehicle maintenance. State or local taxes, title, license
fee, processing fees, registration fee, dealer documentary fee, finance charges, emission testing
fees, and compliance fees are additional to the advertised price. Full size photos. Stock :. One
owner car. The owner pulled original motor replaced with a CI overdrive. Excellant Condition!
Stop by take alook or take a drive. See you soon! More photos coming soon. Call or email us at:.
Vehicle Description. Vehicle Warranty. Contact us for more details. Terms and Conditions.
Finance, Warranty, Shipping question? Call the dealer at General Terms. Fees and Taxes. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
Please wait Please tell us how we could improve your experience. Request a Catalog Sign up for
E-news. Shopping Options Shop by Category. Gift Ideas Accessories Audio Exterior Interior
Safety Equipment Cylinder Head Engine Controls 1. External Engine Internal Engine Oil System
Cooling System Air Filters Emissions 2. Intake Manifold 2. Exhaust Exhaust System Brakes
Brake Components Brake Controls 1. Front Suspension Rear Suspension 9. Steering Doors 4.
Bumpers 1. Grilles 1. Mirrors Windshield 2. Body Fittings Charging Ignition Starting 4.
Dashboard Heater 1. Air Conditioning 3. Interior Trim and Fittings Convertible T
jeep sway bar
c4 corvette forums
firebird 1995
ops 1. Car Care Car Storage Garage Needs Tools Interest Books Manuals Kent Style Wheel.
Library British Leyland, The Cars Library How to Paint Your Car. Jaguar Collapsible Umbrella.
Jaguar Beanie. British Classic Car Beanie. British Leyland Metal Cutout Sign. Classic Jaguar
Metal Sign. Tool Box Desk Top Organizer. Library My Greatest Defeat. Library Stars and Cars.
British Classic Cars T-Shirt. Castrol Enamel Round Sign. Castrol Enamel Sign. Castrol Enamel
Magnet. Castrol Enamel Key Fob. Castrol Enamel Label Badge. LeatherJack Bag. Library The
Complete Book of Jaguar. Jaguar Round Metal Sign. Black Jaguar Polo Shirt. Tire Cup Holders.
Moss Tinkering Fender Cover. Competition Headlamp Blanks. Classic Leather Tool Bag.
Motorfest Regalia. Jaguar Waterproof Blanket, 51" x 70". Jaguar Shop Apron. Jaguar Bar Stool.
Jaguar Flag. Foam Kneeling Pad - Jaguar Logo. Insulated Lunch Bag - Jaguar Logo. Jaguar
Logo Knit Scarf. Jaguar Logo Knit Blanket. Sign Up for E-News. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:.

